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WHO WE ARE
YOUR TRUSTED ADVERTISING PARTNER
The development of efficient, transparent, ethical, and competitive diamond and jewelry
markets underlies everything we do at Rapaport. The constant pursuit of these values
has established Rapaport as the trusted source of insight, information and analysis for
the diamond, gem and jewelry industry.
Since its founding in 1976, Rapaport has built its reputation on
providing jewelers, diamond dealers and manufacturers with the
key information they need to succeed. We have been acknowledged as a strong, independent voice that sets the agenda within
the industry.
As a valued partner, you will gain access to Rapaport’s passionate,
focused and highly targeted audience. Through advertising in both
our print and digital products, we will help you establish, develop,
and maintain strong brand awareness across the industry.
That is our commitment to you.

Sonia Ester Soltani
Editor-in-Chief

“Rapaport is committed to chronicling the future of the diamond and jewelry
industry, covering companies and leaders who are defining where the gem and
jewelry industry is headed. Innovation, creativity, and impactful content are the
only ways businesses can win in these challenging times.”
— Patricia Henneberry, Chief Business Officer

MEET THE TEAM
Patricia Henneberry

Chief Business Officer
+1-702-789-2422
pat.henneberry@rapaport.com

Mitch Horowitz

Global Sales Director
+1 972 896-7653
mitch.horowitz@rapaport.com

Chamutal Levin

Europe, Middle East, Africa,
Advertising Sales Manager
+44-20-3514-8697
chamutal.levin@diamonds.net

Zoia Kolton

Sales Operations Coordinator
+1-917-740-5915
zoia.kolton@rapaport.com

Neerav Patel

India Advertising Sales Manager
+91-97-6993-8102
neerav.patel@diamonds.net
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Readership

Subscriptions
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

ROCKING THE
FOUNDATIONS
As lab-created diamonds reach high-end quality, upscale brands with links to old
houses are using them in new haute collections. BY R A C H A E L TAY L O R

BY R A C H A E L TAY L O R

T

Clockwise from top right: Marketplace in Mali; refining coins;
Betts Metals operations in Mali; soap-making workshop.

REGEN ER ATING T HE CL AS S ICS
In France, two more jewelry houses with links
to prestige names are following suit. Luximpact,
cofounded by former Harry Winston chief
executive Frédéric de Narp, is revitalizing two
heritage names that might be less familiar than
Cartier but still have long histories: Oscar Massin
and Vever. And like Dousset, it’s using lab-created
diamonds to do so.
“There hasn’t been much of a market for luxury
jewelry set with lab-grown diamonds
to date, [but] we seek to change this,”
says de Narp. “By showing designers
and consumers the beautiful pieces a
heritage house can create with grown
diamonds, we hope for other brands
to adopt similar sustainable and
ethical practices, in turn expanding
the market.” ▶
DIAMONDS.NET

IMAGES: BOODLES

IMAGE: OSCAR MASSIN

British jeweler Boodles is sourcing its entire supply of the yellow
metal from a single ethical mining project in Mali.

line of engagement rings designed to reach a
wider audience at lower price points — he did so
exclusively with lab-grown diamonds.
Rather than seeing this as a departure from his
jewelry pedigree, he feels it is in line with what
his forebears did. After all, the Cartiers were
provocateurs in their time. The iconic jewelry
house pioneered the use of platinum, for instance,
at a time when it was considered an industrial
metal rather than a precious one.
“My heritage goes hand in hand with the spirit
of innovation that is the driving force behind my
brand,” says Dousset. “The definition of luxury
may evolve, but heritage and craftsmanship are
what remain. That’s actually the very reason I
am so enthusiastic about lab-grown diamonds, as
they represent a bold and innovative vision for our
industry that’s been set in its ways forever.”

hose seeking a more ethical way of producing jewelry seem
to be split into two camps at present: Those who believe
using recycled materials is the only way forward, and those
who prefer to invest in responsible mining. British jewelry
brand Boodles is in the latter camp.
“We’re not convinced that every bit of gold that
[is recycled] is necessarily ethically sourced in
MOVING ON TO DIAMONDS?
the first place,” says Boodles marketing director
Boodles has more recently been experimenting
James Amos, a sixth-generation member of the
with extending the SMO concept to diamonds in
family that runs the business. “Putting it into a
its Peace of Mined collection, which it released
magic pot and coming out the other side saying
in May. The line’s 25 jewels all feature diamonds
it’s recycled is a bit like money laundering —
from the Cullinan mine in South Africa, where
it washes the gold. Other people would have
Boodles managing director Michael Wainwright
different views, and I don’t want to offend anyone,
and his daughter Honour, who also works in
but that’s our view.”
the business, personally collected the rough in
“WE SHOULD BE
As such, Boodles has made a radical change
February. The two were following in the footsteps
SUPPORTING THE
in the way it sources the precious metal. Rather
of Michael’s father, Anthony Wainwright, who
than buying bullion of undefined origin, it has
first donned a white boiler suit and descended the
COMMUNITIES THAT
opted to source newly mined gold from a single
famous mine shaft in 1977. Boodles had its own
RELY ON THE INCOME
mine in the west African country of Mali through
master cutter in London cut the stones, then sent
FROM THE MINES”
refiner Betts Metals. The jeweler and the refiner
them to New York for certification before setting
JAMES AMOS
have a relationship that is decades old, and when
them into bespoke designs.
the Betts family shared details of a new venture
Amos says Peace of Mined landed beautifully
called Single-Mine Origin (SMO) gold, Boodles
for several reasons: the strong traceability story;
was keen to support it. When the SMO project launched in
the family connection to the mine; and the royal provenance,
2019, Boodles announced it would be one of the first jewelers to
since Cullinan was the source of the most important diamonds in
work with the initiative. In 2021, Boodles followed up with a new
the British crown jewels. Indeed, Boodles launched the collection
announcement: It had transitioned to using only SMO gold from
during Queen Elizabeth II’s Platinum Jubilee.
Mali’s Yanfolila mine throughout its entire business.
Despite this, Amos doesn’t see Boodles shifting to SMO
diamonds as it has with gold any time soon. “I’d love to say yes,
but there are so many different requirements for diamonds.
BETTING ON BETTS
You need thousands of tiny diamonds as well as bigger, shaped
Betts Metals, founded in 1760, was already well established as a
diamonds. We’ve gone down a route of only using three
refiner when Dan Betts decided in the early 2000s to try his hand
[diamond] suppliers, all [with Responsible Jewellery Council
at prospecting. Betts — who now leads Hummingbird Resources,
(RJC) certification]. To get all the diamonds from one mine
a company created specially to run the SMO effort — bought
would not be possible yet, I’m told. But 10 years ago, you wouldn’t
mining rights in Mali, struck gold, and then set about creating a
think SMO gold was possible.” boodles.com ◼
sustainable mining project to make the gold fully traceable.
DIAMONDS.NET

JUNE 2022 43

1 in 3 readers

contacts advertisers
featured in the magazine.

JULY 2022 19

68% of readers
are senior managers and
decision makers.

Ranks #1 in overall quality when
compared to competitor publications.
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T

he explosion of lab-grown diamonds
has happened apart from the Fifth
Avenues and Place Vendômes of the
world. It has largely separated the
established heritage jewelers residing in these
opulent enclaves — which have yet to embrace
man-made gems — from the upstarts focused on
fashion and newness. Yet a clutch of emerging
brands, each trading on old-world luxury names, is
now breaking this unspoken rule.
“This is a once-in-a-century paradigm shift for
our industry,” says Los Angeles-based designer
Jean Dousset, an industry veteran with a 28-year
career in the business. Much of that career has
centered on creating engagement rings with
mined diamonds for a starry clientele including
actresses Amy Adams, Eva Longoria and Janel
Parrish. But Dousset is also the great-greatgrandson of famed jeweler Louis Cartier. As
such, he has a deep respect for the traditions of
the trade and understands top-tier luxury. Yet
when he launched Oui by Jean Dousset — a new

G LD
STANDARDS

Along with adhering to the World Gold Council’s (WGC)
Responsible Gold Mining Principles, Hummingbird is
“committed to building a lasting positive legacy for those living
in the communities where we operate,” its website states. This
legacy includes funding clean water systems, sponsoring teachers
to provide education in rural communities, teaming up with
medical organization Critical Care International to bring doctors
to the region, and funding alternative industries for the area, such
as soap-making factories and farms.
Crucially for Boodles, which has 10 stores to fill, SMO gold
offers consistency. The business had looked into other programs
that offered certified precious metals from artisanal mines, but
found them to be less reliable. Yanfolila has thus far proven to
have sufficient supply to meet the jeweler’s demand. The mine’s
2022 production forecast is between 87,000 and 97,000 ounces.
“The whole package seemed really appealing to us,” says
Amos. “It’s not just about being able to look people in the eyes
and say, ‘We know 100% where your gold comes from’ — which
is pretty important these days, but not everybody asks. We
want to support the communities that need supporting. Some
companies have taken gold mining away from [artisanal mining
communities] because of perceived [ethical] issues, but we feel
we should be supporting the communities that rely on the income
from the mines. Africa has the most need of all. It gives so much
as a continent, its resources are incredible, and we think it’s
important to stick with them.”

DEMOGRAPHICS
25% Diamond Traders
29% Manufacturers & Others
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MAGAZINE

Rates
Location

Rate

Standard Single Page

$3,500

Standard Spread

$5,500

Page 1

$7,500

Premium Page

$4,500

Premium Spread

$7,700

Premium Page Opposite Special Article

$5,500

Price Sheet Single Page

$5,500

Price List Spread

$11,235

Advertorial Single Page

$3,500

Advertorial Spread

$5,500

Sponsored Content Spread

$8,500

24-page Sponsored Supplement

$50,000

32-page Sponsored Supplement

$100,000

Contact your sale representative for rates and specifications

Billing Information:

VOL. 44 NO.4 APRIL 2021

Additional Advertising Units:

Rates listed do not include agency commission

Frequency Discounts:

Check with your sales representative
*All rates and advertising transactions are subject to Rapaport’s advertising
terms and conditions

Specs

Lab-created diamonds are putting down roots in consumer circles.
How are retailers responding to the shift?

IN T E RVIE W

R E TAIL

T R ENDS

G EM STONE

A LOOK AT SUSTAINABILITY
GOALS WITH THE RESPONSIBLE
JEWELLERY COUNCIL’S DIRECTOR

MEET THE FOUNDER OF THE
CLEAR CUT, AN ONLINE-ONLY
ENGAGEMENT RING COMPANY

SALT-AND-PEPPER DIAMONDS
OFFER AN UNCONVENTIONAL
ALTERNATIVE TO CLASSIC WHITES

WITH THEIR CHARM AND
VINTAGE FEEL, ROSE CUTS ARE
BACK ON THE DESIGN SCENE

Type

Trim

Live

Bleed

Single Page

8.5” w X 10.875” h

8” w X 10.375” h

8.75” w X 11.125” h

Spread

17” w X 10.875” h

16.5” w X 10.375” h

17.25” w X 11.125” h

File submission
PDF/X-1a | CMYK | 300 dpi | with bleed and crop marks

Live: 0.5” inside of trim box
Bleed: 0.125” outside of trim box
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ONLINE
Rapaport.com
Industry news, analysis and pricing for the diamond and jewelry industry.

Audience

58,000 visitors per month
145,000 pageviews per month
01:48 average session duration
*Audience statistics based on Diamonds.net

Rates
Sitewide Top Billboard

$9,000

Homepage Top Banner

$3,000

Sitewide Bottom Banner

$3,000

Homepage & News Middle Banner

$3,000

Run of Site Top Tower

$3,000

Run of Site Bottom Tower

$2,500

Pricing Section Banner

$3,000

Specs
Sitewide Top Banner

1200 w x 150 h @ 900 kb max

Homepage Top Banner

728 w x 90 h @ 900 kb max

Sitewide Bottom Banner

1200 w x 150 h @ 900 kb max

Homepage & News Middle Banner

970 w x 90 h @ 900 kb max

Run of Site Top Tower

300 w x 600 h @ 900 kb max

Run of Site Bottom Tower

300 w x 600 h @ 900 kb max

Pricing Section Banner

728 w x 90 h @ 900 kb max

File submission

GIF, JPG, PNG, *HTML5 | RGB | 72 dpi

Guidelines

Animated banners limited to 15 seconds
Please provide the URL for redirection
HTML5 banners must be hosted by a
third-party server with an SSL certificate.
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RAPNET

RapNet Diamond & Jewelry Trading Platform
The largest and most trusted B2B diamond and jewelry trading platform. Thousands of
verified diamond dealers and jewelry retailers from 100 countries.

Audience

220,000 visitors per month
3,800,000 pageviews per month
15:23 average session duration

Rates
RapNet Run of Site Banner

$3,000

RapNet China Banner

$3,000

Specs
Website Banner

728 w x 90 h @ 900 kb max

RapNet App Audience

20,000 average users per month
600,000 average sessions per month
3:26 average session duration

Rate
App Banner

$6,000

Specs
App Banner

320 w x 50 h @ 200 kb max

Guidelines

Animated banners limited to 15 seconds

File submission
GIF, JPG, PNG, *HTML5 | RGB | 72 dpi

Please provide the URL for redirection
HTML5 banners must be hosted by a
third-party server with an SSL certificate.
*HTML5 is only accepted for website products.
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NEWSLETTERS
NewsBrief
An email consisting of the top diamond and jewelry industry stories
published Monday-Thursday.

Audience

20,000 average sends per newsletter
18.67% average click-through rate

Rates
Top Banner

$5,000

Middle Banner

$3,500

Bottom Banner

$2,500

Tower

$3,000

Specs
Banner

728 w x 90 h @ 50 kb max

Tower

200 w x 600 h @ 50 kb max

TradeWire

A weekly email reviewing the major
industry events published on Thursdays.

Audience

40,000 average sends per newsletter
17.72% average click-through rate

Rates

File submission

GIF, JPG, PNG | RGB | 72 dpi

Guidelines

Animated banners limited to 15 seconds

Top Banner

$5,000

Banner A

$4,000

Banner B

$3,500

Banner C

$3,000

Banner D

$2,500

Banner E

$2,000

Specs
Banner

600 w x 160 h @ 50 kb max

Please provide the URL for redirection
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SPONSORED CONTENT

Sponsored Content Article
Includes an article in the news section of Rapaport.com, Top Billboard and Top Sidebar
Tower takeover on the news article page, Prominent position in news article section on
the homepage for one week, inclusion in the news flow on NewsBrief and a spotlight in
the TradeWire. Plus, a social media boost on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn.

Rate
Sponsored Content Article

$12,000

Sponsored Podcasts
With deep analysis and hard-hitting interviews, the Rapaport Diamond Podcast is the
gateway to the diamond industry.

Audience

970 average total plays per episode
400 average first week plays per episode

Rate
Rapaport Diamond Podcast

$2,500

Sponsored Webinar
Rapaport Webinars are a source of in-depth
analysis of market and industry trends and
reach some of the most engaged and influential
members of the industry.

Audience

300-500 registrants per episode

Rate
Webinar

$5,000
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SPONSORED CONTENT

Sponsored Market Comment Weekly Video
A short video, updating the industry about the most important market developments of
the week, presented by the Rapaport editorial team.

Rate
Weekly Video (1 month)

$8,500

Sponsored Social Media

Posted on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter and LinkedIn

Rates
14-day (2 posts total, 7-day campaign each)

$2,900

28-day (4 posts total, 7-day campaign each)

$4,900

*Space is limited.

Specs

Description • 280 characters maximum
Image • 1200 w x 628 h
Video • 1200 w x 675 h • MOV or MP4 file, 60 seconds, 2 GB max
Video Slideshow • 3–10 supplied images @ 1200 w x 628 h
Carousel • up to 5 images @ 1080 w x 1080 h

Social Media Audience
Facebook
32,000 followers
525,000 YTD impressions

LinkedIn
30,000 followers
358,000 YTD impressions

Instagram
15,000 followers
35,000 YTD impressions

Twitter
13,000 followers
109,000 YTD impressions
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JEWELRY CONNOISSEUR
Jewelry Connoisseur

A website and a weekly newsletter focused exclusively on news, trends, and analysis of the
jewelry industry.

Website Audience

10,000 visitors per month
32,000 average pageviews per month
00:47 average session duration

Newsletter Audience

5,500 average sends per newsletter
18.30% average click-through rate

Rates
Newsletter Top Banner

$2,500

Newsletter Middle Banner

$2,000

Sponsored Article

$4,500

Specs
Banner

600 w x 200 h @ 50 kb max

Jewelry Pro Instagram Audience
91,900 followers

Rate
Instagram Live Interview, Posts, and Article

Sponsored Podcasts Audience

970 average total plays per episode
400 average first week plays per episode

Rate
Podcast

$2,500

$5,000

Banner File submission
GIF, JPG, PNG, *HTML5 | RGB | 72 dpi

Guidelines

Animated banners limited to 15 seconds
Please provide the URL for redirection
HTML5 banners must be hosted by a
third-party server with an SSL certificate.
*HTML5 is only accepted for website products.
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INFORMATION SERVICES

